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Introduction: why weak lensing?Introduction: why weak lensing?

Weak lensing provides a direct measurement of the 
projected (dark) matter distribution. Knowledge of the latter 
is required for cosmological parameter estimation.

The physics is simple: General Relativity.

The applications are numerous.

statistical properties of the matter (cosmological parameters).
relation between galaxies and dark matter (galaxy biasing).
properties of dark matter halos (test of CDM and law of gravity).

Example of “everyday lensing”.

Introduction: what is weak lensing?Introduction: what is weak lensing?
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Differential deflection of light rays causes images of 
distant galaxies to appear aligned (sheared) tangentially to 
the gradient of the gravitational potential.

Introduction: what is weak lensing?Introduction: what is weak lensing?

In the absence of noise we would be able to map the matter 
distribution in the universe (even “dark” clusters).

Introduction: what is weak lensing?Introduction: what is weak lensing?
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A measurement of the ellipticity of a galaxy provides an unbiased but 
noisy measurement of the shear:

εobserved = εintrinsic + γ

Introduction: what is weak lensing?Introduction: what is weak lensing?

Averaged shape: 0e =〉〈 γe ≈〉〈

Introduction: what is weak lensing?Introduction: what is weak lensing?

The underlying assumption is that the position angles are random
in the absence of lensing. At some level intrinsic alignments will 
complicate things (can be dealt with using photometric redshifts).

no lensing lensing
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Dealing with systematicsDealing with systematics

The induced lensing signal is small and observational distortions 
are typically larger than the lensing signal.

The observed shapes of galaxies need to be corrected for

PSF anisotropy
Circularisation by seeing
Camera shear

Various correction techniques have been developed and tested 
extensively. In particular the Kaiser et al. (1995) approach is 
widely used. This method works fine for current data sets, but we 
might need improved methods for upcoming large surveys.

Dealing with systematicsDealing with systematics

E-mode (curl-free)

B-mode (curl)

The shear is a spin-2 field and consequently we can measure two 
independent ellipticity correlation functions. The lensing signal is 
caused by a gravitational potential and therefore should be curl-free. 
We can project the correlation functions into one that measures the 
divergence and one that  measures the curl: E-B mode decomposition.
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Dealing with systematicsDealing with systematics

Systematics introduce both E and B-modes. The presence of a 
B-mode signal is a indication of residual systematics, but cannot 
be used to correct the lensing signal. Nevertheless this is a non-
trivial test of the measurements!

signal
noise

“good” correction

Hoekstra (2003), Based on EXPLORE2 data

What do we measure from the data?What do we measure from the data?
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To quantify the cosmic shear signal we use the ellipticity correlation 
functions. The results 

do not depend on survey geometry.
provide a measure of the residual systematics.
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What does the signal mean?What does the signal mean?
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Aperture mass (Map) variance at scale Θ:

What does the signal mean?What does the signal mean?

Mass power spectrum normalisation
Slope of the power spectrum
Mean density parameter
Redshift of the sources

<γ2>~0.01 σ8
2 Ω1.6 zs

1.4 θ-(n+2)/2

Top-hat variance 
(perturbation theory and power law power spectrum)
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What does the signal mean?What does the signal mean?

The lensing signal depends on the (non-linear) matter 
power spectrum. 

We need improved estimates for the power spectrum in the non-linear 
regime (now use Peacock & Dodds and Smith et al. (2003) recipes).

The lensing signal depends on the redshift distribution of 
the (faint) source galaxies.

We need better estimates for the source redshift distribution, e.g. from 
photometric redshift surveys.

Results from completed surveysResults from completed surveys

Since the first detections reported in spring 2000, many cosmic shear 
measurements have been published.

In general there is good agreement between surveys!
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(some of) the Surveys(some of) the Surveys

Red-sequence Cluster Survey (RCS): 
Data taken with CFHT and CTIO.
53 square degrees analysed.
Measured > 2x106 galaxy shapes down to R=24.

VIRMOS-DESCART:
Data taken with CFHT
11 square degrees analysed
Measured > 8x105 galaxy shapes down to IAB=24.5

The most accurate measurements (in terms of signal-to-noise 
ratio and systematics) have been obtained from the Red-
sequence Cluster Survey and the VIRMOS-DESCART survey.

““Aperture mass” varianceAperture mass” variance

Weak lensing signal from RCS Improved weak lensing signal from VIRMOS: 
vanishing “B”-mode on all scales!

Best fit RCS model<z>=0.58 <z>~0.9
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Does the signal make sense?Does the signal make sense?

YES!YES!
Consistency of different measurements
Vanishing B-modes
Redshift dependence
Shape of the signal

all support the cosmological origin of the observed 
weak lensing signal.

Constraints onConstraints on σσ88 andand ΩΩmm

Comparison of the signal with models with different cosmological
parameters allows us to place joint constraints on the matter density 
and the normalization of the power spectrum.

Hoekstra, Gladders & Yee (2002)
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Comparison of Comparison of σσ88 measurementsmeasurements
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Combination with CMBCombination with CMB

The combination of cosmic shear and CMB is particularly powerful

Contaldi, Hoekstra & Lewis (2003)
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Combination with CMBCombination with CMB

Excellent agreement between WMAP +RCS

Combination with CMBCombination with CMB

Excellent agreement between WMAP +RCS + VIRMOS!
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Combination with CMBCombination with CMB

Combination with CMBCombination with CMB

Weak lensing can help to break 
some degeneracies in the CMB 
parameter estimation
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““Current status” of cosmic shearCurrent status” of cosmic shear

The cosmic shear signal has been measured 
convincingly by various groups.

Good agreement between different surveys
With a proper analysis, systematics appear under 

control.
It is competitive compared to commonly used probes 

(galaxy clustering, cluster abundance, velocity fields).
Current surveys already probe the limits of what we 

know about the growth of non-linear structures.

The futureThe future

Several large cosmic shear programs are planned

Deep Lens Survey 28 square degrees (ongoing)
CFHT Legacy Survey 140 square degrees (started)
RCS2 1000 square degrees (started)

LSST > 104 square degrees (>2008)
Pan-STARRS > 104 square degrees (>2012)
SNAP (space) few 100 square degrees (>2011)
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CFHT Legacy SurveyCFHT Legacy Survey

Megacam: FOV 1 square degree

The Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey
is a five year project, with three major components:

Very wide/shallow survey: solar system
• ~1500 square degrees
• around ecliptic (strip)

Wide/deep survey: weak lensing
• ~140 square degrees (3 fields)
• 5 filters (u,g,r,i,z’)
• i<24.5

Ultra deep: type Ia supernovae
• 4 square degrees (4 fields)
• repeated observations in 5 filters
• expect ~1000 supernovae!

CFHT Legacy SurveyCFHT Legacy Survey
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Measure the projected matter power spectrum directly from l=100 
to l=10000 and determine the 3d power spectrum

Measure higher order statistics of the matter distribution 
(skewness) to break degeneracies in cosmological parameters

Measure the bias parameters out to 20-30 Mpc, as a function of 
scale with a few percent accuracy on each scale

Use the results to constrain cosmological parameters, including
the equation of state (also by combining with CMB results)

Goals of the CFHTLS weak lensing surveyGoals of the CFHTLS weak lensing survey

ConclusionsConclusions

The prospects for weak lensing as a leading tool in 
“precision cosmology” measurements are excellent.

Current (small) surveys already provide constraints 
comparable to much larger galaxy redshift surveys.

In the coming few years, CMB + weak lensing surveys
will allow us to constrain cosmological parameters with 
unprecedented accuracy, using well understood physics.

BUT…BUT…
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ConclusionsConclusions

We (might) need to improve our knowledge of:

Source redshift distribution
photometric redshift from the survey data
deep (photometric) redshift surveys

Non-linear power spectrum
large numerical simulations
good initial conditions

Intrinsic alignments of galaxies
can be dealt with using photometric redshifts

Observational systematic effects 
Improved correction schemes
Detailed simulations


